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Battle of the Thread of Hope Tigress and Tai Lung face off as the others hold the bridge Background info Type Battle
Conflict Valley Crisis Significance Tai Lung infiltrates the Valley of Peace and sends his warning Location(s) The Thread
of Hope Duration 3 minutes Bystander(s) None Outcome Tai.

Along with the other four members of the same group she is a master of the Kung Fu martial art, restricted
mainly in the snake style. She is voiced by Lucy Liu who also voiced Silvermist. Contents [ show ]
Personality Compared to the other members of the Furious Five, Viper is perhaps the most sympathetic,
especially towards Po. History Viper was born without fangs, a sign of which meant she was not worthy of
becoming a warrior. Despite the setback, she was able to become a talented ribbon dancer. Eventually
however, her father was eventually attacked by an unnamed gorilla bandit who seemed to have the upper
advantage over him. Viper, using her skills as a ribbon dancer, was able to fight back and overpower the
bandit, thus saving her father from certain death. Despite the evidence that Po seemed to have quit, she was
surprised to find in ready for training the following day. Shift had instructed Po to battle against Viper first,
but when he was about to answer about being ready, she overpowered and incapacitated him within a few
seconds, she however apologized afterwards. They eventually encountered Tai Lung on the Thread of Hope
and participated in a fierce battle against him, only for him to end up defeating and paralyzing all except
Crane. Thinking that the valley was in great danger, Shifu instructed Viper and the rest of the Five to gather
the villagers and escape to safety. Viper was tasked with gathering those within the southern portion of the
region. Meanwhile, Tai Lung arrived at the Jade Temple and battled against Shift and defeated him, only for
Po to join in, despite the fact Tai Lung had the upper hand, Po eventually used his weight as a means to
counter him later on, eventually incapacitating Tai Lung and finally defeating him with the surprised usage of
the Wushi finger hold by proclaiming "skadoosh", causing a shockwave of gold dust to erupt from the valley
and presumably killing Tai Lung. The Five witnessed the shockwave and returned to the valley to find that Po
was victorious in defeating Tai Lung, Viper and the Five then bowed in front of the Dragon Warrior in respect,
followed by the villagers in return. Kung Fu Panda 2 In the second film, Viper is first seen with the Five
watching Po consume as many bean buns as he could fit in his mouth; after Po succeeded in this challenge,
Viper fainted from the terror she witnessed. Soon afterwards, Po and the Five are tasked to travel to Gongmen
City after learning of a new threat towards the valley, a power-hungry peacock named Shen. Along the way,
Viper overhears Po discussing about his issues with his father to Tigeress, to which Viper shows the most
sympathy upon hearing. Eventually, Shifu joined the battle and brought along masters Ox and Crocodile to
fight alongside Po and the Five. In the end, the Viper and the Five were once again victorious. Kung Fu Panda
3.
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One day, after Oogway was wounded in an ambush, Kai picked him up and carried him for days, looking for
help. Kai found a hidden panda village, where the elders used the power of chi to heal Oogway. While
Oogway wanted to study the use of chi to help others, Kai decided to take chi from others to augment his own
power. Oogway felt that he had no choice but to fight Kai, and at the end of the battle, he banished him to the
Spirit Realm. During his years in the Spirit Realm, Kai perfected his ability to steal the chi of others. He
searched the Realm and collected the chi of every kung fu master there, finally culminating in a rematch
against Oogway. Before he was absorbed, though, Oogway informed Kai that he was not the one destined to
defeat Kai, but that he had placed another on that path. Having accomplished everything he could in the Spirit
Realm, Kai returned to the mortal world, where he began defeating every master he came across, seizing their
chi. Eventually, he arrived at the Jade Palace, where he fought and defeated the Furious Five and Shifu ,
stealing their chi. In the process, he took great delight in destroying the Jade Palace and the large statue of
Oogway. Tigress , alone of the Furious Five, escaped Kai, and found the hidden panda village where Po was
studying. Kai followed her to the village, and fought Po. Instead, Po used the move on himself, taking Kai
with him to the Spirit Realm. Furious at having been sent back to the Spirit Realm, attacked Po and began
stealing his chi. Po, however was helped by the people in the panda village, who sent their chi to Po giving
him more power than Kai had. Kai promised Po that he would overcome him, even if it took another years.
Kai was obliterated in a brilliant chi explosion. Death Battle Info Appearance Kai is a large, pale gray,
anthropomorphic bull. He has a large ears, a mane of long, brown hair, and large antler-like horns. His body is
heavily muscled all over, and he clothing consists of a brown loincloth and brown bracers. Besides his
weapons, his only adornment is a string of jade ornaments, which he wears on the belt of his loincloth, and a
solitary jade ornament worn on a necklace. These ornaments are actually the stolen chi of Kung Fu warriors,
with pride of place given to the chi of Master Oogway. This both strengthens Kai, and allows him to reanimate
the chi as a jade zombie. Superior strength - Kai is extremely strong, being able to tear down a large statue and
swing it around as a weapon. His fighting style maximizes this ability, focusing as it does on ferocious charges
made even more dangerous by the horns on his head and wide kicks. Superior durability - He was able to take
blows from master opponents, and continue fighting. Indeed, due to his being a Spirit Warrior from the Spirit
Realm, he seems to be immortal, and may be virtually immune to damage on the mortal plane. Jade zombies
Jombies - These are the animated chi of kung fu masters that Kai has defeated, given jade bodies, which are
very hard to damage. He sees what they see, hears what they hear, and feels what they feel. When not
deployed, the chis he controls appear as a group of jade ornaments that he wears about his waist. When he first
returned to the mortal realm, Kai had at least six jade zombies: The Master Badger Twins â€” these two
warriors use staves as their weapons. Master Porcupine â€” He is covered with quills, that he can pull off and
fire from his bow. Master Gorilla â€” He is a large simian who does not appear to use a weapon, relying
instead on his strength and durability. Master Boars â€” These two warrior work together, but do not appear to
use weapons. Then he picked up: Master Bear â€” He uses a pair of axes. Master Chicken â€” He has blades,
instead of the long feathers on his wings. Master Croc - He uses a tetsubo.
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Sanshou and Shuai jiao Application refers to the practical use of combative techniques. Chinese martial arts
techniques are ideally based on efficiency and effectiveness. When and how applications are taught varies
from style to style. Today, many styles begin to teach new students by focusing on exercises in which each
student knows a prescribed range of combat and technique to drill on. These drills are often semi-compliant,
meaning one student does not offer active resistance to a technique, in order to allow its demonstrative, clean
execution. In more resisting drills, fewer rules apply, and students practice how to react and respond. The
objective for those contests was to knock the opponent from a raised platform by any means necessary. San
Shou represents the modern development of Lei Tai contests, but with rules in place to reduce the chance of
serious injury. Many Chinese martial art schools teach or work within the rule sets of Sanshou, working to
incorporate the movements, characteristics, and theory of their style. Forms were originally intended to
preserve the lineage of a particular style branch, and were often taught to advanced students selected for that
purpose. Forms contained both literal, representative and exercise-oriented forms of applicable techniques that
students could extract, test, and train in through sparring sessions. Traditionally, they played a smaller role in
training for combat application, and took a back seat to sparring, drilling, and conditioning. Many styles
contain forms that use weapons of various lengths and types, using one or two hands. Some styles focus on a
certain type of weapon. Forms are meant to be both practical, usable, and applicable as well as to promote
fluid motion, meditation, flexibility, balance, and coordination. Teachers are often heard to say "train your
form as if you were sparring and spar as if it were a form. Most common are solo forms performed by a single
student. There are also sparring forms â€” choreographed fighting sets performed by two or more people.
Sparring forms were designed both to acquaint beginning fighters with basic measures and concepts of
combat, and to serve as performance pieces for the school. Weapons-based sparring forms are especially
useful for teaching students the extension, range, and technique required to manage a weapon. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Basically, dui lian were not only a sophisticated and effective methods of passing on the fighting
knowledge of the older generation, they were important and effective training methods. The relationship
between single sets and contact sets is complicated, in that some skills cannot be developed with single sets,
and, conversely, with dui lian. Unfortunately, it appears that most traditional combat oriented dui lian and their
training methodology have disappeared, especially those concerning weapons. There are a number of reasons
for this. In modern Chinese martial arts most of the dui lian are recent inventions designed for light props
resembling weapons, with safety and drama in mind. The role of this kind of training has degenerated to the
point of being useless in a practical sense, and, at best, is just performance. By the early Song period, sets were
not so much "individual isolated technique strung together" but rather were composed of techniques and
counter technique groupings. It is quite clear that "sets" and "fighting 2 person sets" have been instrumental in
TCM for many hundreds of yearsâ€”even before the Song Dynasty. There are images of two person weapon
training in Chinese stone painting going back at least to the Eastern Han Dynasty. According to what has been
passed on by the older generations, the approximate ratio of contact sets to single sets was approximately 1:
This is, in part, evidenced by the Qing Dynasty mural at Shaolin. For most of its history, Shaolin martial arts
was largely weapon-focused: Even the more recent military exploits of Shaolin during the Ming and Qing
Dynasties involved weapons. According to some traditions, monks first studied basics for one year and were
then taught staff fighting so that they could protect the monastery. Although wrestling has been as sport in
China for centuries, weapons have been the most important part of Chinese wushu since ancient times. During
the Northern Song Dynasty A. D when platform fighting known as Da Laitai Title Fights Challenge on
Platform first appeared, these fights were with only swords and staves. Although later, when bare hand fights
appeared as well, it was the weapons events that became the most famous. These open-ring competitions had
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regulations and were organized by government organizations; some were also organized by the public. The
government competitions resulted in appointments to military posts for winners and were held in the capital as
well as in the prefectures. Many forms have been elaborated upon, on the one hand to provide better combat
preparedness, and on the other hand to look more aesthetically pleasing. One manifestation of this tendency
toward elaboration beyond combat application is the use of lower stances and higher, stretching kicks. These
two maneuvers are unrealistic in combat and are used in forms for exercise purposes. During this time, some
martial arts systems devolved to the point that they became popular forms of martial art storytelling
entertainment shows. This created an entire category of martial arts known as Hua Fa Wuyi. During the
Northern Song period, it was noted by historians this type of training had a negative influence on training in
the military. Many traditional Chinese martial artists, as well as practitioners of modern sport combat, have
become critical of the perception that forms work is more relevant to the art than sparring and drill application,
while most continue to see traditional forms practice within the traditional contextâ€”as vital to both proper
combat execution, the Shaolin aesthetic as art form, as well as upholding the meditative function of the
physical art form.
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Contents [ show ] Description All of these villains have been defeated by a hero of black and white, the
Dragon Warrior. But when all of these villains enter the heat of battle, who will remain supreme? Who would
ever think their would be talking, kung fu fighting animals that are pretty darn deadly? Seriously, an
axe-wielding bull and a knife-chucking peacock? Oh yeah, not to mention the kicking leopard. Lord Shen, the
Peacock who was banned from China due to evilness. Finally, Kai, the Chi-hogging bull. There was once a
time where the great master Shifu had lived a happy life. Tai Lung was raised by Shifu, learning Kung Fu
while he was at it. Tai was successful, and Shifu thought Tai was destined to be the Dragon Warrior. Shifu
hesitated, but agreed with Oogway. Outraged, Tai went for the Dragon Scroll himself. The Dragon Scroll held
the secrets to becoming the Dragon Warrior. Oogway was forced to get Tai himself, causing Tai to be knocked
out. Tai was sent to a prison with guards and was locked their for 20 years. However, Tai managed to escape
with nothing with a goose feather. Tai took down every single guard with nothing but his fists and a bomb.
This proves that Tai has great reflexes and skill. Tai has many tricks up his sleeve, however. Tai can ignite his
hands in blue fire, dealing more damage on his opponents. Tai has also lifted 2 giant boulders in order to break
from chains. This is something only a superhuman could do. What are you going to do, big guy? But upon his
return, his parents banished him from the city forever. Shen is an evil mastermind, agile and flexible. Shen has
metallic feet that can choke his foes however, but that would be only if Shen went for the offense. Shen is
usually a defensive fighter, choosing to through knifes at his opponents. Shen can also fly with his wings.
However, Shen is eventually defeated by Po. How does he get defeated? He was crushed by a boat. Their was
a time where Kai had a brother named Oogway, and the 2 made a great team. They fought evil and won many
battles. Until one day, Oogway was badly injured. Kai carried Oogway to safety, but the travel took many
days. Eventually, the 2 came across a secret panda village. The pandas healed Oogway, and taught the turtle to
give chi. But Kai saw power in Chi and wanted it all to himself. He started collecting chi from the pandas, but
Oogway was forced to stop Kai. The 2 fought and their battle shook the earth, until Oogway won and banished
Kai to the Spirit Realm. When Oogway went back to the Spirit Realm, the 2 had a rematch. Another fight
begun between Kai and Po, but Po managed to master chi and give all of the chi to Kai, causing the great bull
to explode from too much chi. Kai has leaned to give and get chi, and with each chi he collects the bull gets
stronger. Kai also has a big durability feat, able to smash through giant boulders at a rapid pace. Kai is also
able to chuck giant boulders the size of about men into the air. Kai can also break through chain, which is an
impressive feat. You pick up a thing or 2. All right the combatants are set. Po quickly whacks the last
remaining wolf in the head, causing the wolf to go unconscious. I could use a bite to eat though You thought
you saw the end of me, Panda? I will rip you a- Shen is kicked in the face by a flash of grey and black. Shen
slammed into a firework cart, and frowns at his opponent. It is Tai Lung who smirks down at the Peacock. Tai
ignites his hands on fire, but is stopped when the impact of chain is sent into his back. He topples onto Shen,
but the Peacock quickly kicked Tai off him. Both Peacock and Leopard look to face the next challenger. It is
Kai, whose Jade Blades are swinging in a circle. Do you have any idea what that panda has done to be me? He
quickly slips away and goes to the noodle shop. Shen is the first to strike, kicking Tai in the shin and charging
at Kai. Tai quickly gets up and punches Shen into the wall, causing Shen to step out of the fight for some time.
Tai slams into Shen, bursting through the wall. Shen is forced to get up and fight Tai. The 2 exchange furious
blows from one another, until Tai yells in rage and trips Shen with a single kick. Tai notices the attack and
back flips out of the way. Shen however, is unlucky. He is whacked in the face by the chain and slams into yet
another wall. Tai takes this was his opportunity to go into a 1v1 against Kai. Tai stops for a moment. Kai
slams his full body weight into Tai, causing the leopard to slam into the ground. Tai ignites fire yet again on
his claws and goes in for another attack. With a yell, Kai then grabs a giant rock and hurls it at Tai. Tai is
taken by surprise, causing the rock to collapse onto Tai with full force. Kai laughs heavily, but is stopped
when the rock is shattered into pieces and Tai emerges from the rock. He leaps for Kai but forces a yell of pain
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and collapses onto the ground. Kai looks to see Shen, looking happy and balanced on his feet. Kai lifted his
eyebrows in surprise. Do you honestly think you can stop me? Oh no, I will do something far worse. Kai yells
again and lunges at Shen. Shen quickly dodges a blow from Kai and whacks Kai in the face with the butt of a
sword. Kai glares down at the peacock. You will pay for that! Kai grabs Shen and kicks him up into the air.
Kai then wraps Shen with his chain and pulls him down from the air. Your chi is worthless. Before Kai could
say anything else, he is whacked into a tree. Kai turns around with a furious expression on his face. Tai is
laughing, looking good as new. I see you killed the peacock? Tai lunges at Kai, and the 2 animals punch each
other on contact. The 2 fly in separate directions, slamming into either a rock or a wall. Tai suddenly slams
into Po, whom was running into the noodle shop. Back to the spirit realm with you! All Kai could see was Po
and Tai facing each other. Kai lunged at Tai and swung his chain at Tai. This caused, surprisingly, both Kai
and Tai to the spirit realm. Po stared in shock at what just happened.
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The Furious Five traveling to intercept Tai Lung After she and the other residents of the Jade Palace learned
from Shifu that Tai Lung had escaped and was on his way to the palace, Tigress insisted that she and the Five
go and face him, reasoning that this was what Shifu had trained them for. However, Shifu refused, having had
promised Oogway before his passing that he would do his best to train Po to become the Dragon Warrior.
After overhearing that Po suffered from self-loathing and Shifu had no idea how to train Po, Tigress decided to
face Tai Lung anyway, and left the Jade Palace to begin her journey to intercept him. She was soon followed
by the other members of the Five, who suspected that she would do such a thing. And so as a team they made
their way out of the Valley of Peace. The Five and Tai Lung stopped at opposite ends of the last section of
ropeway, and glared at each other for a second before Tai Lung roared and began racing across the bridge. In
an attempt to stop him, Tigress told her friends to cut the bridge, hoping it will prevent Tai Lung from making
it to the Valley. However, Tai Lung still managed to leap towards the other side. Seeing no other way to stop
him, Tigress lunged at the snow leopard and flip-kicked him away from the ledge. In a split second, the rest of
the Five grabbed the end-trails of the bridge before both warriors recovered. While they strained to keep the
bridge up, Tai Lung coolly demanded to know where the Dragon Warrior was, while Tigress tried to bluff and
claim that she was the legendary warrior. However, Tai Lung merely laughed her comment off and walked
along the edge of the tight-rope, relaying the rumors that he evidently had heard about the warrior. This started
to make Tigress annoyed, but she merely growled and kept her place on the bridge. When Monkey revealed
that Po was the Dragon Warrior, Tai Lung continued to gloat, believing that he was about to face "a worthy
opponent," and that their battle would be legendary. Tai Lung and Tigress in battle Infuriated, Tigress finally
lunged at him where the two began to fight. The Five struggled to hold up the bridge with the warriors
continually moving around and dangerously rocking it. In the middle of the fight, Crane and Viper handed
their ropes to Monkey and Mantis, and set off to help Tigress. After a brief moment of fighting, Tai Lung
managed to overpower Tigress and kick her through dozens of boards before entangling her in the ropes and
strangling her. Viper quickly tackled the leopard, trying to help her friend, but in the process, Tigress lost her
grip on the bridge when the ropes untangled and began to plummet down towards the bottomless abyss.
Luckily, Crane managed to quickly come to her aid by scooping her up and flying her back up towards the
battle. Monkey ran over and kicked Tai Lung, which caused him to let go of Viper. He quickly recovered,
however, and began to run back towards the ledge at maniacal speed. This allowed the Five to leap in for the
final timeâ€”Monkey giving him another hard kick, Viper delivering a whip attack, and Tigress delivering a
hard tiger strike after Crane cut off a section of the rope and tied the snow leopard up. Tigress sliced through
the remaining rope, and Mantis whipped up their end, pulling them back onto the ledge, while Tai Lung
vanished screaming into the mist, presumably crashing into the rocky outcrop on the other side. In a second,
Tai Lung managed to flip himself back over to the masters, commenting that Shifu had taught them well. He
therefore paralyzed the rest of the Five, sparing Crane so he could return the warriors as a warning for Shifu.
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The Battle of the Fireworks Factory was the raid and eventual struggle between Po and Shen in Kung Fu Panda 2, while
the Furious Five fought Shen's army separately. The battle took place at the Fireworks Factory in Gongmen City.

History[ edit ] Chinese martial arts before Shaolin[ edit ] Chinese historical records, like Spring and Autumn
Annals of Wu and Yue, the Bibliographies in the Book of the Han Dynasty, the Records of the Grand
Historian, and other sources document the existence of martial arts in China for thousands of years. For
example, the Chinese martial art of wrestling, Shuai Jiao , predates the establishment of Shaolin temple by
several centuries. Historical discoveries indicate that, even before the establishment of Shaolin temple, monks
had arms and also practiced martial arts. There are implications that these first three Chinese Shaolin monks,
Huiguang, Sengchou, and Huike, may have been military men before entering the monastic life. The idea of
Bodhidharma influencing Shaolin boxing is based on a qigong manual written during the 17th century. This is
when a Taoist with the pen name "Purple Coagulation Man of the Way" wrote the Sinews Changing Classic in
, but claimed to have discovered it. Bodhidharma was the founder of Dhyana Chinese: Sui and Tang dynasties
â€” AD: Shaolin soldier monks[ edit ] During the short period of the Sui dynasty â€” , the building blocks of
Shaolin kung fu took an official form, and Shaolin monks began to create fighting systems of their own. The
18 methods of Luohan with a strong Buddhist taste were practiced by Shaolin monks since this time, which
was later used to create more advanced Shaolin martial arts. Shaolin monks had developed very powerful
martial skills, and this showed itself until the end of the Sui dynasty. Like most dynastic changes, the end of
the Sui Dynasty was a time of upheaval and contention for the throne. The oldest evidence of Shaolin
participation in combat is a stele from that attests to two occasions: Wang Shichong declared himself
Emperor. He controlled the territory of Zheng and the ancient capital of Luoyang. Thereafter Shaolin enjoyed
the royal patronage of the Tang. Though the Shaolin Monastery Stele of attests to these incidents in and when
the monks engaged in combat, it does not allude to martial training in the monastery, or to any fighting
technique in which its monks specialized. Nor do any other sources from the Tang, Song and Yuan periods
allude to military training at the temple. According to Meir Shahar , this is explained by a confluence of the
late Ming fashion for military encyclopedias and, more importantly, the conscription of civilian irregulars,
including monks, as a result of Ming military decline in the 16th century. Conditions of lawlessness in Henan
â€”where the Shaolin Monastery is locatedâ€”and surrounding provinces during the late Ming Dynasty and all
of the Qing Dynasty contributed to the development of martial arts. The geographer Zheng Ruoceng provides
the most detailed of the 16th-century sources which confirm that, in , Wan Biao, Vice Commissioner in Chief
of the Nanjing Chief Military Commission, initiated the conscription of monksâ€”including some from
Shaolinâ€”against the pirates. Zheng ranked Shaolin first of the top three Buddhist centers of martial arts. The
Funiu monks practiced staff techniques which they had learned at the Shaolin Monastery. Contents[ edit ]
Shaolin monks demonstrate kung fu. Shaolin temple has two main legacies: In a deeper point of view, Quan is
considered part of Chan. A usual classification of contents are: These include stamina, flexibility, and balance,
which improve the body abilities in doing martial maneuvers. These Include 36 soft and 36 hard exercises,
which are known as soft and hard qigong. These include various barehanded, weapon, and barehanded vs.
Forms that are technically closely related are coupled together and are considered of the same style sub-style is
a better choice for the word. These are usually called the small and the big forms, like the small and big hong
quan, which altogether make the Shaolin hong quan style, and the small and big pao quan, etc. There are also
some styles with one form, like taizu chang quan. Indeed, these styles are not complete or stand-alone, this is
just a classification of different forms of Shaolin kung fu based on their technical contents. Shaolin kung fu
has more than hundreds of extant styles. There is recorded documentation of more than a thousand extant
forms, which makes Shaolin the biggest school of martial art in the world. In the Qing dynasty , Shaolin
monks chose of the best styles of Shaolin kung fu. Then they shortlisted the 18 most famous of them.
However, every lineage of Shaolin monks have always chosen their own styles. To learn a complete system,
Shaolin monks master a number of styles and weapons. The most famous styles of Shaolin kung fu are:
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Kai (a.k.a. The Collector) is the main antagonist in the movie, Kung Fu Panda 3. In life, Kai was a warrior and a friend of
Oogway. One day, after Oogway was wounded in an ambush, Kai picked him up and carried him for days, looking for
help.
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Kung Fu Cat X is a Rare Cat that can be unlocked when beating any stage in Old Guys about Town. This cat can be
considered a stronger, single-target variation of Kung Fu Cat. True Form is immune to Weaken, increases attack power
and reduces time between attacks.
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Play the latest and greatest Kung Fu Panda games! Kung Fu Panda: Battle of Destiny Become the ultimate Kung Fu
Card Master with Po and the Furious Five!
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